THE UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH CONFERENCE SUPPORT SCHEME (URCSS)

Building on the University’s commitment to engaged enquiry, the Institute for Teaching and Learning (ITL) is proud to offer two currently-enrolled University of Sydney undergraduate coursework students, the opportunity to present their ‘undergraduate research’ at this year’s Australian Conference of Undergraduate Research (ACUR), 18-19 September, Canberra. Alongside the support for students, the ITL will also fund the attendance of one staff member who is responsible for designing the curriculum that has led to the undergraduate student being engaged in research and enquiry.

THE AUSTRALIAN CONFERENCE OF UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH

An undergraduate research conference is like any academic conference, except that the presentations are all given by undergraduates who report on research carried out within courses, a summer or other research internship, a research-based degree program, or voluntary work. It is a great opportunity to meet students from other universities and to share research. As a multi-disciplinary conference, students have opportunities to network with other undergraduate researchers from similar disciplines, and also to learn about how other disciplines approach research problems.

ELIGIBILITY

While Honours, Masters by Coursework, and Masters by Research students are strongly encouraged to present their research at the ACUR conference, this support scheme is only for currently enrolled undergraduate coursework students.

IMPORTANT DATES

Abstract submission to ACUR - 1 July
Applications for URCSS - 6 August
ITL notifies applicants - 15 August
ACUR conference dates - 18-19 Sept

MORE INFORMATION
T +61 2 9351 5812
E tai.peseta@sydney.edu.au
sydney.edu.au/itl/acur/